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We exist in 3 realms at same point: Body, mind and
spirit
 Full expression of all three is important, none is
less important than the other
 Expression by the 3 requires material (money)
a.
Body- good food, clothes, recreation (rest) &
shelter
b.
Mind- needs learning, observation, fellowship,
captivation, objects of art
c.
Spirit – need to express love through giving,
worship to God, ministry to others


We need money to express the full joys of life in a
positive way
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It is not correct to have your motivation for
desiring wealth be out
Anger
Fear/security
Need to prove
Rebellion
Money and wealth does not deal with these emotions. Even if
you get wealth the anger or fear will still be there and will
increase.
No amounts of money can heal deep wounds, unforgiveness,
bitterness, low self esteem.
What dose money mean for you? Status, pleasure, power,
security, or is it a means to freedom, joy, and purpose









There universal laws that govern life and they
apply to everyone alike
Natural laws such as law of motion, cause and
effect, action and reaction, gravity etc.
Just as there natural laws, acquisition of
money and wealth is governed by universal
laws
A man must learn to think and do things in a
certain way to be financially successful

Just is right and left, in and out, light and Darkness
Wealth too has dualism
 Inner laws and out laws
Inner laws
have to do with the mind, emotions and beliefs (tool
User)-Guiding principles
Outer laws
Are the practical application- business knowledge,
money management, investment strategies- (tools)


For good results you need a skilled carpenter using
state of the art tools to make a furniture

The root determine the fruits
Your financial situation has a lot to do with the
inside as it has outside
Questions- how do I view money, what are my
beliefs about wealth, what do I think about
myself as relates to wealth
True: you can never be president of Ghana e.g.
before you think about it, appreciate it, desire
it, cherish it and most importantly picture
yourself as president
Application: You cannot be wealthy by accident
and if you do you will somehow manage to
loose it

Vision
(see in clear
details what
you want

Faith and
Gratitude

Purpose to get
it ( work out
the faith

Apply will

power and
discipline

Achieve the
vision and
maintain focus.
Be grateful

• It is not important what your result are today as how they
will be in future.
• This is the purpose of this presentation to help you
analyze dig the roots up and work on them for future
fruits to be what you want them to be

How you think affects how you act, and the results
you get (cause and effect)
 Financial success begins with your mind
(As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he. Prov. 23:7)
 God has given potential at birth in the mind – to
create, manage and grow things that you desire
(incl. wealth).
 Our upbringing, belief system, culture, shapes how
we think about money
 We learn how to think through observation, hearing
& doing


Mind is the Master power that moulds and
makes,
And Man is Mind, and evermore he takes
The tool of Thought, and, shaping what he
wills,
Brings forth a thousand joys, a thousand ills: —
He thinks in secret, and it comes to pass:
Environment is but his looking-glass.
Source: As a Man Thinketh by James Allen ©1902.

Wealthy
By T. Harv Eker
1.
Rich people believe: ―I
create my life.‖
2.
―Rich people play the
money game to win. .
3.
Rich people are
committed to being
rich. .
4.
Rich people think big.
5.
Rich people focus on
opportunities.

Not wealthy
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Poor people believe
―Life happens to me.‖
Poor people play the
money game to not
lose
Poor people want to be
rich
Poor people think
small.
Poor people focus on
obstacles.

Wealthy
6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.

Rich people admire other
rich and successful
people.
Rich people associate
with positive, successful
people.
Rich people are willing to
promote themselves and
their value.
Rich people are bigger
than their problems.
Rich people are excellent
receivers.
Rich people choose to get
paid based on results.

Not wealthy
Poor people resent rich and
successful people.
7. Poor people associate with
negative or unsuccessful
people.
8.
Poor people think
negatively about selling
and promotion.
9. Poor people are smaller
than their problems
10. Poor people are poor
receivers
11. Poor people choose to get
paid based on time.
6.

Wealthy
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

Rich people think
―both‖.
Rich people focus on
their net worth.
Rich people manage
their money well.
Rich people have their
money work hard for
them.
Rich people act in
spite of fear.
Rich people constantly
learn and grow.

Not wealthy
12.
13.

14.

15.
16.
17.

Poor people think
―either/or‖.
Poor people focus
on their working
income.
Poor people
mismanage their
money well.
Poor people work
hard for their money.
Poor people let fear
stop them.
Poor people think
they already know.

Wealthy
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Rich people think
long-term. .
Rich people talk
about ideas.
Rich people embrace
change.
Rich people take
calculated risks.
Rich people
continually learn and
grow.

Middle class
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

The middle class
thinks short-term
The middle class talks
about things and
people.
The middle class is
threatened by
change.
The middle class is
afraid to take risks.
The middle class
thinks learning ended
with school.

Wealthy
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Rich people work for
profits.
Rich people believe they
must be generous.
Rich people have
multiple sources of
income.
Rich people focus on
increasing their wealth.
Rich people ask
themselves empowering
questions.

Middle class
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

The middle class works
for wages.
The middle class believes
it can‘t afford to give.
The middle class has only
one or two.
The middle class focuses
on increasing its
paychecks.
Middle-class people ask
themselves
disempowering
questions.

It starts
with a
decision
(Mind)

Faith (Truth vs
Appearance)

Action












People spend an enormous amount of time
thinking about money if they do not have it
Newton's First Law of Motion applies: A body in
rest remains so and a body in motion tend to
remain in motion, unless..
Just like other natural laws, there are certain laws
that govern acquisition of money and property
(wealth)
Action is required towards SMART financial goals
Time to take action is now
Learn and apply these laws to produce effect in
your life (cause and effect)

Financial success is not a result of entirely:
1. Environment
2. Talent
3. Hard-work
4. Thrift/ frugal




It is a result of doing things in a certain way –
following the laws that govern acquisition of
wealth











FE is important to recondition your mind and start
doing certain things to achieve financial motive
Most people are not financial successful because
they lack FE (Prov. 19:8)
Ignoring FE, you are derelict in your duty to
yourself, to God and society
Best service you can render to God and society, is
to make the most of yourself (Matthew 25:14-30;
Luke 19:12-28) (realise your full potential)
Academic + Professional – FE= learned people who
do not have basics of dealing with money, creating
wealth and maintaining it.















If you set for yourself a SMART Goal, God has
already given you potential to achieve it
On the contrary, if you aim at nothing, you will
achieve it..
S – Specific: I want to buy an Apartment in Gent
M – Measurable: My budget, 140-160k EUR
A – Attainable: I‘ll pay 30% from savings (42-48k
EUR), and mortgage for the bal.
R – Relevant: I do not want to be a tenant
T – Time bound: Action on or b4 December 2012
E - Evaluate
R – Reevaluate

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

What have you to show for your earnings of
the past month? What of past year? Fool!
You pay to everyone but yourself.
A part of all you earn is yours to keep. And
it should be no less that a tenth no matter
how little you earn.
Act today, start saving not less than 10% of
all your total income, and
Invest your savings where it‘ll earn safely
Re-invest the earnings to get more earnings

The century old book by George S. Clason © 1929
‗The Richest Man in Babylon‘ has secrets to offer
yourself ability to increase your money and have
money work for you:
1. Pay ‗yourself first‘, put away at least 10% of your
income consistently (see table 1)
2. Control your expenditure (live on at most 70% of
your income – Budget and track your expenses)
3. Invest your money wisely
4. Guard your savings from loss
5. Make of thy dwelling a profitable investment
6. Insure your future income
7. Increase your ability to earn - multiply your
income sources

Employment

Business
owner

Self
employment

Investment












Employees - trade time and skill for money
Self employment – Profits from his own effort
but is limited to only his personal effort
Business owner – combine his effort with
effort of others and that of his money
Investors – has money and uses it to work for
him (He saves & invests in assets)
Q. Can you list 5 of your assets? House,
Fridge, Car, Land, Shares, Pension funds???

Definition: An asset brings income to your
pocket

Total Monthly
income (EUR)

≥10% for your purse
(EUR)

Min. Annual Savings
(EUR) that you can only
invest in assets

700

70

840

1200

120

1,440

1700

170

2,040

2200

220

2,640

ℰN

ℰN*0.1

(ℰN*0.1)12

House Rent
Profit & Loss

Income

Expenses

Rental income
Commissions
Capital Gains
Dividends
& Bonuses

Balance Sheet/
Net worth
Real Estate
Capital Markets

Air-time & Data

Assets

Liabilities

Own house let/ Land

Rented house

REITS

Personal Car

Money Market
Stocks/Mutual Funds

Fuel
Interests

Loans, Mortgage & Hire purchase
Mobile phone

Multiply
time and
money

Level 3

1% of people

Level 2

30% of
people

Invest to
multiply
money

96% of
people

Work- trade
time for
money

Level 1

Prov. 9: 11 Race is not for the swift, battle not to
the strong, nor does food come to the wise or
wealth to the brilliant; But time and chances
happen to them all. ‗You waste money you waste
opportunity to make capital, and while at it, you
waste your life‘
 Success has nothing to do with Gender,
intelligence, work or race
 Success happens to those who look out for
opportunity and chances that come their way and
take them without letting fear stop them


1. Action and attitude to work :
Proverbs 12:11 (NKJV)He who tills his land will be satisfied with
bread, But he who follows frivolity is devoid
of understanding.
Proverbs 24:33 (NKJV)
A little sleep, a little slumber, a little folding of
the hands to rest-Proverbs 10:4 (NKJV)
He who has a slack hand becomes poor, But
the hand of the diligent makes rich.

2. Control your expenditure: Proverbs 21:17 (NKJV)
He who loves pleasure will be a poor man; He who
loves wine and oil will not be rich.

Proverbs 23:21 (NKJV)
For the drunkard and the glutton will come to
poverty, And drowsiness will clothe a man with rags
3. Be rich to be generous Proverbs 11:17 (NKJV)
The merciful man does good for his own soul, But
he who is cruel troubles his own flesh.
Proverbs 11:25 (NKJV)
A generous man will prosper; he who refreshes
others will himself be refreshed.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

The Holy Bible – NIV Version
The Richest Man in Babylon – George S.
Clason © 1926
Think and Grow Rich – Napoleon Hill ©
1937
The Science of Getting Rich – Wallace
Wattles © 1910
Rich Dad Poor Dad – Robert Kiyosaki ©
2001
Rich Dad Cashflow Quadrant – Robert
Kiyosaki & Sharon L. Lechter © 2000
The secrets of the Millionaire Mind – T. Harv
Eker © 2006

And remember, today is the first day of the rest
of your life. Get time on your side and plan for
your future by starting to save now-and invest
in assets.

